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Advancing technologies, especially computer
technologies, have necessitated the creation of a
comprehensive investigation and collection methodology
for digital and online evidence. The goal of cyber
forensics is to perform a structured investigation while
maintaining a documented chain of evidence to find out
exactly what happened on a computing device or on a
network and who was responsible for it. Critical
Concepts, Standards, and Techniques in Cyber
Forensics is a critical research book that focuses on
providing in-depth knowledge about online forensic
practices and methods. Highlighting a range of topics
such as data mining, digital evidence, and fraud
investigation, this book is ideal for security analysts, IT
specialists, software engineers, researchers, security
professionals, criminal science professionals,
policymakers, academicians, and students.
For legal practitioners and business people, this guide to
the law of e-commerce gives an analysis of this rapidly
developing area of law. The text covers a wide range of
issues including security, contracts, liability, taxation,
finance and insurance. It contains practical commercial
advice from a team of experienced practitioners at
Hammond Suddards Edge, and also has practical action
points. The third edition includes coverage of recent EU
directives on e-commerce and copyright, developments
relating to jurisdiction such as the Yahoo decision, the
Brussels and Rome II regulations and the Consumer
Protection (Distance Selling) Regulations 2000.
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Sustainability factors should be considered by managers
like any other business risk issue; these factors are
expected to have a substantial impact on corporate
management. Air transport corporations need a strong
sustainability management framework to effectively
manage economic, environmental and social risks to
achieve their corporate sustainability objectives, and to
meet their stakeholders' demands. This book offers a
new Enterprise Sustainability Risk Management (ESRM)
model to fulfill these requirements. In the model
presented, the triple bottom line (TBL) agenda is
incorporated into the companies' sustainability
management. ESRM deals with the environmental,
social, and ecological risks as well as the strategic,
economic, operational, and threat risks of companies.
The best corporate sustainability strategies and
management approaches require the consideration of all
corporate risks in both a holistic and systematic way.
Flouris and Kucuk Yilmaz present an effective way to
manage sustainability risks via a new, well-designed,
integrated, dynamic and flexible framework. It introduces
an opportunity for turning risks into potential corporate
advantages. Risk Management and Corporate
Sustainability in Aviation is addressed to professionals,
students and researchers within air transportation
business management and risk management.
The ICSA is the professional body concerned with the
promotion of effective administration. The broad-based
nature of the qualification means it is suitable for work in
a wide range of fields in industry, commerce, local
government and the civil service. BPP publish study
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texts and practice and revision kits for all 17 papers and
benefit from official recommendation of the ICSA. The
1999 study texts have been updated - each focusing on
the exam with recent exam trends reflected.
The papers in this volume represent a broad, applied
swath of advanced contributions to the 2015
ICSA/Graybill Applied Statistics Symposium of the
International Chinese Statistical Association, held at
Colorado State University in Fort Collins. The
contributions cover topics that range from statistical
applications in business and finance to applications in
clinical trials and biomarker analysis. Each papers was
peer-reviewed by at least two referees and also by an
editor. The conference was attended by over 400
participants from academia, industry, and government
agencies around the world, including from North
America, Asia, and Europe.
The fully revised and updated Third Edition of this
textbook provides an accessible introduction to
accounting for students coming to the subject for the first
time. It embraces the basic techniques and underlying
theoretical concepts in accounting and shows how these
are applied in various circumstances. This New Edition
incorporates major changes which improve and update
the previous edition. It can be easily used by students
working on their own, as well as in a classroom
environment. It provides: - Fully illustrated & worked
examples - Student Activities - End of chapter questions,
many of which have been taken from major accounting
examination bodies. -The solutions to all activities are
given at the end of each chapter, and answers to the end
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of chapter questions are also supplied. Introduction to
Accounting is an essential textbook for undergraduate
accounting students. It is designed to meet the needs of
both the non-specialist and those intending to specialise
in accounting at undergraduate and also postgraduate
levels. The Solutions Manual will be available via the
SAGE website.
The presence of sound corporate governance in a
financial institution is important in maintaining the
confidence of both the market and the public. The power
that corporate governance holds over the success of
some of the largest financial institutions in the world is
not to be downplayed. This book methodically assesses
the quality of corporate governance and mechanisms of
accountability disclosures to various stakeholders. It is
further intended to provide fresh insights into some
specific corporate governance recommendations to help
improve good governance in financial institutions,
particularly in the United Kingdom and the EU but will
also be applicable to other major economies. It explores
what, when and how corporate governance has changed
the financial institution functions and corporate executive
behaviour by critically reviewing the pre- and postfinancial crisis theoretical and empirical literature.
Increasingly driven by the nature of complications,
complexities and opacity in the operations of financial
systems, corporate governance reporting plays an
important role in the financial sector. It will provide
insights into corporate governance disclosures over a
long-term basis. This book should be a valuable asset to
support the research of practitioners, students and all
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academics due to its stimulating and reflective insights
into this fascinating topic.
The ICSA is the professional body concerned with the
promotion of effective administration. The broad-based
nature of the qualification means it is suitable for work in
a wide range of fields in industry, commerce, local
government and the civil service. BPP publish study
texts and practice and revision kits for all 17 papers and
benefit from official recommendation of the ICSA. This
practice and revision kit focuses on management
accounting.
"The thirty-third edition covers the most recent
developments, including changes made by the Small
Business, Enterprise and Employment Act 2015 and the
Deregulation Act 2015, and a revised treatment of
interpretation of articles and vicarious liability. New key
cases covered include Eclairs Group Ltd v JKX Oil and
Gas plc (Supreme Court), Brooks v Armstrong and R v
Boyle Transport (Northern Ireland) Ltd."--Back cover.
Financial Accounting & Reporting is the book that helps
students and professionals succeed in their studies and
the workplace by providing practical support and clear
principles for applying international standards and
preparing financial statements. MyLab Accounting is not
included. Students, if MyLab Accounting is a
recommended/mandatory component of the course,
please ask your instructor for the correct ISBN and
course ID. MyLab Accounting should only be purchased
when required by an instructor. Instructors, contact your
Pearson representative for more information.
The effects of recent economic and financial crises have
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reached an international scale; a number of different
nations have experienced the fallout of these events,
calling into question issues of accountability and reform
in public management. Global Perspectives on Risk
Management and Accounting in the Public Sector is a
pivotal reference source for the latest research on
current developments and future directions of the
regulation, financial management, and sustainability of
public institutions. Featuring discussions on risk
assessment, transparency, and information disclosure,
this book is ideally designed for regulatory authorities,
researchers, managers, and professionals working in the
public domain.
This authoritative dictionary covers every aspect of
personal and international finance. It has been fully
revised and updated, particularly with regards to
terminology relating to the financial crash of 2008-9. With
clear definitions for over 5,200 entries, it is an
indispensable guide for anyone involved in finance and
banking.
The ICSA is the professional body concerned with the
promotion of effective administration. BPP publish study
texts and practice and revision kits for all 17 papers and
benefit from official recommendation of the ICSA. This
practice and revision kit focuses on management
accounting.
Drawing upon current cutting-edge theories, knowledge
and research findings, this Handbook provides an
analysis of the interaction between small and mediumsized enterprises (SMEs), entrepreneurs and financial
institutions globally. The contributors consider regional
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and international perspectives within and between
Europe, North America, New Zealand, the Middle East,
as well as South, Central and East Asia on a chapter-bychapter basis. In so doing, they provide a contextualized,
up-to-date snapshot of research into entrepreneurial
finance across the world.
The papers in this volume represent the most timely and
advanced contributions to the 2014 Joint Applied
Statistics Symposium of the International Chinese
Statistical Association (ICSA) and the Korean
International Statistical Society (KISS), held in Portland,
Oregon. The contributions cover new developments in
statistical modeling and clinical research: including
model development, model checking, and innovative
clinical trial design and analysis. Each paper was peerreviewed by at least two referees and also by an editor.
The conference was attended by over 400 participants
from academia, industry, and government agencies
around the world, including from North America, Asia,
and Europe. It offered 3 keynote speeches, 7 short
courses, 76 parallel scientific sessions, student paper
sessions, and social events.
Ethical Issues in Accounting offers a comprehensive and
accessible introduction for students and teachers of business
studies and accountancy as well as the practicing accountant.
The book covers the ethical implications of several aspects of
accounting: * ethics and taxation * creative accounting *
ethics in accounting regulation * ethical dilemmas in the
public sector * whistleblowing * various aspects of social
accounting, including environmental accounting. The fitness
of the accounting profession as guardians of accounting and
auditing ethics is also discussed in detail.
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The voluntary sector contains over 50,000 organizations,
320,000 paid staff, and 3 million volunteers. The accounting
and financial management of organizations in this sector
poses as many difficulties as that of major for-profit
organizations, if not more so, given the absence of the profit
motive upon which much traditional accounting, finance
practice and theory has been developed. This book explores
the unique environmental, managerial and philosophical
aspects of voluntary organizations as well as the technical
specialist characteristics of financial accounting, auditing and
taxation that differentiate their role. Introducing and providing
descriptions of the main applications of accounting and
finance applicable to the role of financial manager, this book
uses real life case studies and examines the debates
presented by other writers in the field. This key book helps
readers make their own critical judgements, and contributes
to their understanding of the distinctiveness of voluntary
sector accounting and financial management.
Icsa Paper 17 - Professional Stage 2Management Accounting
This volume is a unique combination of papers that cover
critical topics in biostatistics from academic, government, and
industry perspectives. The 6 sections cover Bayesian
methods in biomedical research; Diagnostic medicine and
classification; Innovative Clinical Trials Design; Modelling and
Data Analysis; Personalized Medicine; and Statistical
Genomics. The real world applications are in clinical trials,
diagnostic medicine and genetics. The peer-reviewed
contributions were solicited and selected from some 400
presentations at the annual meeting of the International
Chinese Statistical Association (ICSA), held with the
International Society for Biopharmaceutical Statistics (ISBS).
The conference was held in Bethesda in June 2013, and the
material has been subsequently edited and expanded to
cover the most recent developments.
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Includes no. 53a: British wartime books for young people.
This book concentrates on ensuring that the 'corporate
message' is communicated to stakeholders in a way that
maximises the value of the annual report and outlines how
this might best be achieved. It explains the importance not
only of the quantitative (accounting) information but also the
qualitative content such as the chairman's statement,
directors' report, operating and financial review, explanatory
notes and so on. Particular recognition is given to the legal,
stock exchange and professional accounting requirements as
well as to the increasingly important but more discretionary
areas of content such as social, environmental and ethical
reporting issues. Crucially, the book discusses the importance
of electronic communication now that legislation allows
companies to deliver information over the internet.On a
practical level, the book takes the reader through the
procedures and processes in actually managing the
preparation and production of the report. Both the practical
and theoretical aspects of the book are placed in context by
the use of relevant extracts taken from 'real-life' annual
reports of major organisations. By using these authentic
examples the book clearly highlights what works and what
doesn't.Ensure that your company's annual reports conform
to the highest standards of best practice. Don't waste the
opportunity to deliver your message.
Corporate governance is an area that has grown rapidly,
fuelled by high profile corporate collapses such as Enron.
This is a student-focused text which takes an international
approach to the subject.
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